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My name is Doug
and these are my friends. 
Together we are the...
GAS SAFETY 
SQUAD!!!

From 16th - 22nd September it’s Gas Safety 
Week. We’re here to tell you all about it so 
you can join the Gas Safety Squad and keep 
your family safe.



What is Gas?

Natural gas comes from deep inside the 
earth, but how did it get there? 

A long time ago (before humans and even before 
the dinosaurs), the earth was home to lots of 
other creatures and plants. When these creatures 
died, their remains settled at the bottom of the 
ocean. 

Over millions of years layers of sand and rock 
have been pushing down on these remains which we 
now call 'fossils'. This pressure (and the natural 
heat from the earth) has produced 'fossil fuels' 
like oil and natural gas. 

Why does gas smell like rotten egg? Natural gas is clear and doesn't 
smell of anything, so we add the 
strong smell to it. That way, we know when there's a leak.

How Can We Use Gas at Home?

Most homes are connected to something called the 
gas network - lots of underground pipes which 
give our homes natural gas which we can use.

When we burn natural gas it gives off heat which 
we can use to cook with or heat our homes. Gas 
fire heaters will heat the air while boilers make 
hot water for our radiators, baths and taps.

Gas is really useful in the home. It cooks our 
meals, keeps our homes cosy and gives us lovely 
running hot water. 

When gas is used sensibly and safely there is noth-
ing to worry about, but it can be dangerous if 
it’s not used safely.

Olivia Bob

Gas should burn with a blue flame. If the flame in your boiler or cooker is orange or yellow, tell an adult so they can call a Gas Safe 
engineer.



Gas leaks can cause fires and explosions 

Natural gas is highly flammable which means if 
there’s a leak, the smallest spark or flame could 
cause a fire or even an explosion. Leaks don’t 
happen very often and, because we’ve added the 
nasty rotten egg smell to the gas, we can tell 
very quickly if there is a leak and get a Gas Safe 
engineer to fix it before a fire starts.  

Broken gas boilers and heaters can be 
poisonous

If your boiler or cooker isn’t working 
properly, it can produce a gas called carbon 
monoxide. We can’t see or smell carbon monoxide, 
but it can make us very unwell. When we breathe 
carbon monoxide less oxygen is able to get to our 
brains. It can feel a lot like the flu including:

• Getting headaches 
• Being sick 
• Feeling very tired 
• Having fuzzy vision
• Feeling very dizzy 

Top 10 Gas Safety Tips 

1 .  Gas smells like rotten eggs. If you think you can 
smell something like this, tell an adult straight away. 

2.  Get a carbon monoxide detector and make 
sure everyone knows what the alarm sounds like. 

3.  A Gas Safe engineer should visit once a year to 
make sure everything in your home is working safely. 

4.  Never hang from, stand on or play with pipework or gas 
cookers, boilers or heaters either in the house or outside. 

5.  Try not to play near the gas meter or leave 
things in front of it; in an emergency an adult 
may need to get to it quickly to turn it off. 

6.  Don’t keep flammable items like boxes, paper, paint or 
cleaning chemicals near the gas cooker, heater or boiler. 

7 .  Never try to move a gas heater as you 
could knock pipes loose and cause a leak. 

8.   Never use a gas appliance without an adult. And when you’re 
near one, remember to be careful with loose fitting clothes. 

9.  Never use a gas cooker for heating - they’re not 
meant to be used for a long time and they could break. 

10 .  When a Gas Safe engineer comes to check or fix 
something they should show the adults their Gas Safe ID 
card. If they don’t show it, remind the adults to ask them to. Leon

If we can’t see or smell carbon monoxide, how can we stay safe? 
It’s a good idea to get a carbon 
monoxide detector for your home. 
It’s just like a smoke alarm, but will only make a noise if there is carbon monoxide in the air. 

How can gas be dangerous?



What is a Gas Safe engineer? 

A Gas Safe engineer is someone who has been 
specially trained in gas safety. When they’ve passed 
their training, they are added to a list called the 
Gas Safe Register.
 
Every Gas Safe engineer carries a Gas Safe 
ID card to show that they are a real Gas 

Safe Hero! 

How to Join the Gas Safety Squad 

⌧  Ask the grown-ups in the house to make sure 
you have a carbon monoxide detector. 

⌧  Tell the adults that a Gas Safe engineer needs 
to check everything is working properly and safely 
every year. 

⌧  Make sure cookers, heaters and all other gas 
appliances have plenty of space around them - no 
toys! 

⌧  When an engineer visits to check or fix a gas 
appliance, remind the adults to check their Gas 
Safe ID card. 

⌧  If you smell gas (a rotten egg smell) tell an 
adult! They should turn off the gas supply, open 
all the windows and doors and ring the Emergency 
Gas Line on 0800 111 999. 

⌧  If there might be a gas leak, NEVER light 
matches or flames or switch electrical appliances 
on or off.

If you can remember everything we’ve told you 
about gas safety, you’re well on your way to 

joining the Gas Safety Squad! 

Have a go at the wordsearch on the back and re-
member to tell somebody at home everything you 

know about gas safety.



Wordsearch

A Gas Safe engineer is someone who has been 
specially trained in gas safety. When they’ve passed 
their training, they are added to a list called the 
Gas Safe Register.
 
Every Gas Safe engineer carries a Gas Safe 
ID card to show that they are a real Gas 

Safe Hero! 
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